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Abstract: 
Multi-Cloud Storage implies the use of different distributed storage administrations utilizing a 

solitary web interface instead of the defaults given by the distributed storage merchants in a solitary 

heterogeneous design. This Multi-Cloud stockpiling model enable clients to store cut scrambled 

information in different cloud drives. In this way, it offers help for different distributed storage 

administrations utilizing the single interface instead of utilizing single distributed storage administrations. 

Cloud security objective essentially centers on issues that identify with data protection and security parts 

of distributed computing. Also, the information in users’ data can be leaked e.g., by means of malicious 

insiders, backdoors, bribe and coercion. This most recent information stockpiling administration and 

information control model spotlight on malevolent insider's entrance on put away information, assurance 

from pernicious documents, expulsion of brought together circulation of information stockpiling and 

evacuation of obsolete records or downloaded records every now and again. Information proprietor does 

not really need to stress over the fate of the information put away in the Multi-Cloud server might be 

extricated or corrupted. The other is entrance control of information. The proposed technique guarantees 

the document or information can't get access without the learning or authorization of the proprietor. Thus, 

this synopsis aims at offering an Enhanced Data Leakage Controller (EDLC) which reduces malicious 

insiders and data leakages with an algorithm that improves data sharing security in Multi-Cloud storage 

services. This technique will offer a secure environment whereby the data owner can store and retrieve 

data from Multi-Cloud Environment without file merging conflicts and prevents insider attacks to obtain 

meaningful information. The exploratory outcomes demonstrate that the recommended show is 

appropriate for basic leadership process for the information proprietors in the better selection of multi-

distributed storage benefit for sharing their data safely. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Multi-Cloud is the utilization of various 

computing services in a single heterogeneous 

architecture. Multi-Cloud information frameworks 

have the ability to upgrade information sharing and 

this perspective will be altogether of awesome help 

to information clients. It enables data owners to 

share their data in the cloud. In any cloud 

computing model, security is regarded as the most 

crucial aspect due to the sensitivity and delicacy of 

the user’s information or data stored in a cloud.  

Presently, every Organization is pushing its 

IT department to scale up their data sharing 

systems. Most cloud services are not free and 

possess different sizes. For instance, Single Cloud 

Storage falls among the services with storage 

limitation which makes it disadvantageous in 

comparison to multi-cloud storage. The main 
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advantage of using multi cloud storage is 

performance and higher security for data sharing.  

In the single cloud storage data remains on 

the centralized storage which can be easily accessed 

by the malicious insiders. Organizations should 

begin considering working with in excess of one 

cloud supplier at once - for cost investment funds, 

execution, fiasco recuperation and different 

reasons.Most business associations share a large 

portion of their information with either their 

customers or providers and consider information 

sharing as a need [1]. Through data sharing, higher 

productivity levels are reached. With several users 

from various organizations contributing to the cloud 

data, cost and time spent would be less compared to 

the traditional ways of manually sending and 

sharing data, which often led to the creation of out-

of-date and redundant documents [1]. Although 

many cryptographic data slicing methods [2], [3], 

[4] have been proposed as the main problem arises 

in the insider’s access to stored data. Insiders are 

the trusted secondary admin or managers who 

maintain the third party server with the same 

authorization as the admin. Since the third party 

servers or infrastructure has been used to store any 

sensitive information.  

Administrators and third parties manage the 

infrastructure as they have remote access to the 

servers; if administrators or third party managers 

are malicious then they gain access to the user’s 

data. The other threat is unlike the single cloud 

storage, retrieval of the sliced files from the multi-

cloud server is not an easy procedure. In addition, 

malicious files can be easily uploaded in all the 

existing approaches in single cloud storage and 

multi-cloud storage. The lesser focus has been 

applied in designing the multi cloud architecture 

when malicious files are uploaded. The only existed 

solution is the integration antivirus tool from the 

third party or cloud provider which creates 

customer to wait for a longer time while uploading 

the files. Distributing data over different cloud 

storage providers (CSPs) automatically provides 

users with a certain degree of information leakage 

control, for no single point of attack can leak all the 

information. In any case, impromptu dissemination 

of information pieces can prompt high data 

exposure even while utilizing numerous mists. To 

deal with this problem, this work proposed an 

Enhanced Data Leakage Controller. 

 

To tackle existing disadvantages, this work 

proposed an Enhanced Data Leakage Controller 

(EDLC) which reduces malicious insiders and data 

leakages with an algorithm that improves data 

sharing security in Multi-Cloud storage 

services.This proposed work provides security 

against both data leakage and data 

modifications.The EDLC guarantees the file slicing 

with index based parts gets encrypted and stored on 

the Multi-Cloud. This method ensures the file 

cannot get access without the knowledge or 

permission of the owner. Data owner uploads the 

file through the proposed framework interface. The 

framework uploads the file in the local machine. 

The framework splits the file with its indexes 

assigned and encrypts each part of the file using the 

secret or private key provided by the owner. Each 

part of the encrypted file gets stored in the owner’s 

machine and then transferred to the multi-cloud 

server. The receiver sends the decryption request to 

the owner or the owner can share the required 

credentials through Bring Your Own Secure 

Channel (BYOC) or out of band procedure. The 

receiver enters the credentials through the 

framework interface. The framework retrieve the 

file parts and each parts get decrypted, merged and 

stored the receiver’s machine. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 

Protection and security for distributed 

storage are by and large a wide territory of research. 

Various scholarly cross examinations have been led 

to recognize the potential security issues about this 

subject. It is important to note that sharing files 

over cloud platform possess numerous 

vulnerabilities that can lead to unauthorized access. 

The attackers of cloud have varied intensions or 

goals which lead to the poor image of the cloud 

providers once the goal is achieved [1].  

 

In the view of [2] architecture has been proposed 

for sharing health care records in multi-cloud 

storage using Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) 

and cryptographic secret sharing. Multi-Cloud 
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intermediary parts the encoded record and stores it 

in the Multi-Cloud. The main drawback in this 

approaches are group sharing requires huge 

computation and long waiting time, since file 

indexing is not used ambiguous information results 

in file retrieval process. Since the CP-ABE is 

provided by third party malicious insider may have 

easy access to the data. File size more than 50 MBs 

increase the customer’s waiting time. The 

experiments are performed using a highly 

configured machine hence it is cost consuming in 

real time. Malicious files are also easily uploaded 

by the third party authority or role based managers 

to corrupt the entire scheme. All the tasks are not 

automated i.e. to upload a file client must create a 

signed medical record using CP-ABE Scheme. 

Cloud provider’s splits the data and transfers data 

from multi-cloud proxy to cloud data sources.  

 
In order to enhance the secure data sharing in the 

multi-cloud storage [3] proposed architecture with 

an Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm 

(AES) which seeks to provide better cloud storage 

decision making for the customers. But insider 

attacks, colluding attacks, data integrity, data 

intruder and malicious files have not been focused.  

 

To protect the data from malicious insiders [4] 

introduced a Secure Data Sharing in Clouds 

methodology which uses third party server to store 

a part of the encryption key and other part is 

maintained by the user. If the revoked user and 

third party server colludes data can be retrieved 

from the cloud. Similarly if the malicious cloud 

admin and third party server colludes data can be 

retrieved. This method uses single cloud storage 

and hence centralized distribution of sensitive data 

is not recommended for the customers. Larger files 

of 100 MB reduce the performance of this method 

and makes customer to wait for a longer time since 

uploading and encryption process are done 

consecutively.  

 
In [5], a proxy re-encryption scheme for secure data 

sharing in cloud but private key gets fully exposed 

when revoked user and proxy colludes. In addition 

the entire file is stored in single cloud storage which 

has low security and efficiency. The reconstruction 

of data from multi-cloud requires an effective 

procedure to merge all the files without changing 

the meaningful information.  

 
In [6] very much similar approach has been 

proposed but does not guarantee the security for 

Meta table and failed to encrypt the video and other 

large files. Once the Meta table information is lost, 

retrieval process will be a tedious work.  

 

In [7] Secure Scalable and Efficient Multi-owner 

data sharing scheme has been proposed. This 

scheme integrates Identity Based Encryption and 

asymmetric group agreement to enable group-

oriented access control for data owners in a many-

to-many sharing pattern. However the key 

generation process is carried out by the third party 

as a separate process and encryption and decryption 

process is carried out as another process which is 

burden to the data owner to wait for the completion 

of the whole process. Malicious files protection has 

not been guaranteed. Centralized distribution of 

data storage has not been much promising to the 

customers to share their data. Identity based 

encryption supports only small data of 50MB. Key 

escrow problem arises in Identity based scheme.  

The work of [8] introduced a secure file sharing in 

multi-cloud using Shamir’s secret sharing scheme 

and base 64 encoding in their algorithm. Malicious 

insider’s attacks have been prevented by this 

scheme. In any case, ordering of documents has not 

been utilized so that in the recovery procedure 

beneficiary needs to choose every one of the offers 

to encode and reproduce the record which is weight 

to the collector. In addition malicious files are not 

prevented and automation of all the tasks in this 

scheme has not been focused which reduces the 

overall efficiency of this scheme. Many similar 

approaches has been proposed but failed to 

implement an effective architecture and working 

procedure for the secure data sharing using the 

Multi Cloud storage providers. The existing above 

approaches does not guarantee the automation of 

file slicing, encryption, decryption and retrieval 

process. Existing research also does not focus on 

the merging file conflicts in the retrieval process, 

malicious files, colluding provider attacks, insider 

attacks, removal of centralized distribution of data 
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and key management while sharing the data in 

Multi-Cloud Storage. Similarly all the existing 

architectures of single cloud storage and Multi-

Cloud Storage follows the same pattern that is file 

uploading, encryption and slicing without index. If 

an encryption process is done before slicing very 

large files or video files cannot be uploaded 

securely and in addition it may also result to wait 

the customer for a longer time. Pernicious records 

can likewise be effectively transferred which makes 

harms the multi cloud server in the current 

methodologies.  

 

Encourage Malicious documents [9] are 

distinguished in suppliers condition or by utilizing 

outsiders simply after harm is caused. The proposed 

display is planned in such a way when the 

malevolent records gets transferred it first 

influences the proprietor's machine. 

 

III. MULTI -CLOUD STORAGE 

 

In this paper [10], they proposed a secured cost-

effective multicloud storage (SCMCS) in cloud 

computing, which seeks to provide each customer 

with a better cloud data storage decision, taking into 

consideration the user budget as well as providing 

with the best quality of service. The model has 

shown its ability of providing a customer with a 

secured storage under his affordable budget. It 

gives a superior choice to clients as indicated by 

their accessible spending plans.In that model, the 

customer divides his data among several SPs 

available in the market, based on his available 

budget. 

 

They presented Scalia [11], a system that 

continuously optimizes the placement of data stored 

at multiple cloud providers, based on their access 

statistics. We described in detail the various layers 

of our approach and our scalable mechanism for 

adaptive data placement. It minimizes query latency 

by promoted the most high-performing providers. 

Scalia productively considers repositioning of just 

chosen protests that may altogether bring down the 

capacity cost. The hosted service can be operated 

by an independent broker for multiple customers. 

 

They described [12] a practical two-cloud 

Oblivious RAM protocol that reduces the client-

server bandwidth cost to about 2:6 times that of 

simply reading or writing the block from non-

oblivious cloud storage. They proposed a novel 

commutative checksum-encryption construction 

that allows our multi-cloud ORAM protocol to 

efficiently protect the privacy of the access pattern 

against one malicious cloud. They provide a full-

edged implementation of our 2-cloud ORAM 

system, and report results from a real-world 

deployment over Amazon EC2 and Microsoft 

Azure. In practice, each cloud can distribute the 

data across multiple servers. For simplicity, they 

will first regard each cloud as a single logical 

entity; then in the full online version. 

 

The use of multiple cloud [16] providers for gaining 

security and privacy benefits is nontrivial. They 

propose a set of four distinct multicloud 

architectures. Given that each kind of multicloud 

approach can be categorized as one of these four 

classes, this infers a cutting edge that is to some 

degree disappointing. An aggressor that approaches 

the distributed storage segment can take depictions 

or adjust information in the capacity. This triggered 

a lot of research activities, resulting in a quantity of 

proposals targeting the various cloud security 

threats. Close by with these security issues, the 

cloud worldview accompanies another arrangement 

of one of a kind highlights, which open the way 

toward novel security methodologies, procedures, 

and structures. 

 

IV. SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

In order to keep the Cloud secures [13], these 

security threats need to be controlledIn addition 

information dwelling in the cloud is additionally 

inclined to various dangers and different issues like 

classification and honesty of information ought to 

be considered while purchasing stockpiling 

administrations from a cloud specialist 

organization. In this paper different security worries 

for Cloud processing condition from numerous 
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point of view and the answers for anticipate them 

have been exhibited analyzed and ordered. This 

broad overview paper expects to expand and dissect 

the various uncertain issues debilitating the Cloud 

figuring appropriation and dissemination 

influencing the different partners connected to it. 

Utilizations dynamic groups conspire, whereby 

predicates are analyzed over encoded information 

and multiparty registering. 

 

Every calculation [14] is gone for unraveling a 

specific hazard. Anyway distributed computing is 

as yet battling in its earliest stages, with positive 

and negative remarks made on its conceivable 

usage for a vast estimated venture. Its security 

insufficiencies and advantages should be 

painstakingly weighed before settling on a choice to 

actualize it.However along with these advantages, 

storing a large amount of data including critical 

information on the cloud motivates highly skilled 

hackers thus creating a requirement for the security 

to be considered as one of the best issues while 

considering Cloud Computing. The cloud is just 

usable through the Internet s

dependability and accessibility is basic.

 

Reducing the energy consumption [15] 

servers in data centers continues to be a major 

challenge. This paper has displayed a test technique 

to investigate the impact of spillage temperature 

tradeoffs on the vitality effectiveness of big 

business servers. Method can be stretched out to 

genuine outstanding tasks at hand by utilizing a 

bigger arrangement of execution counters to portray 

runtime elements and applying measurable 

investigation to determine vitality execution. 

controller reduces energy consumption by up to 9% 

for a set of test workloads. They design a controller 

that continuously seeks and settles at the optimal 

fan speed to minimize the energy consumption for a 

given workload. 

 

Cloud computing [17] as a platform for outsourcing 

and remote processing of application and data is 

gaining rapid momentum. They have also discussed 

some issues regarding security-related regulatory 

compliance in the cloud. They presented a few 

high-level steps towards a security assessment 
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Fig.1 System Design

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

On this paper, we addressed the problem of 

methods provide a user-specific weight for each 

cloud which only coordinates the fraction of storage 

load for each cloud but cannot prevents the 

information leakage across the CSPs efficiently.

Distributing data on multiple clouds provides users 

with a certain degree of information leakage control 

in that no single cloud provider is privacy to the 

entire user’s data. Previous paper has focused on 

measurement analysis of cloud storage services 

only.  However, unplanned distribution of data 

chunks can lead to avoidable information leakage. 

To tackle this problem, this work proposed an 

Enhanced Data Leakage Controller (EDLC). It 

controls information leakage efficientl

receiver sends the decryption request to the owner 

or the owner can share the required credentials 

through Bring Your Own Secure Channel (BYOC) 

or out of band procedure.  

In future to reduce this time consuming limitations 

a novel Time Considered EDLC method needed.
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